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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a multi-hop energy harvesting (EH) communication system in a full-
duplex mode, where arrival data and harvested energy curves in the source and the relays are modeled
as general functions. This model includes the EH system with discrete arrival processes as a special
case. We investigate the throughput maximization problem considering minimum utilized energy in the
source and relays and find the optimal offline algorithm. We show that the optimal solution of the two-
hop transmission problem have three main steps: (i) Solving a point-to-point throughput maximization
problem at the source; (ii) Solving a point-to-point throughput maximization problem at the relay (after
applying the solution of first step as the input of this second problem); (iii) Minimizing utilized energy
in the source. In addition, we show that how the optimal algorithm for the completion time minimization
problem can be derived from the proposed algorithm for throughput maximization problem. Also, for
the throughput maximization problem, we propose an online algorithm and show that it is more efficient
than the benchmark one (which is a direct application of an existing point-to-point online algorithm to
the multi-hop system).
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the wireless nodes with a limited battery have limited lifetimes which can be
extended using energy harvesting (EH) from renewable sources such as vibration absorption
devices, water mills, wind turbines, microbial fuel cells and solar cells and using rechargeable
batteries. The recent progress in technology has made possible the design of EH devices with
sufficient power which is required for communication objectives. Although, EH sources offer an
unbounded energy supply to be harvested, the stochastic nature of EH makes using this energy
for communication difficult. It is thus essential that this energy is used in an efficient way.
Optimal scheduling in EH systems has two main categories: throughput maximization problem
and completion time minimization problem. Focusing on the first problem, one of the important
research fields in this area looks for optimal schemes to maximize the throughput in a given
deadline in a point-to-point channel [1]–[5]. This problem for an AWGN fading channel is
studied in [1]. [2] considers this problem when the battery is limited and the optimal power can
be chosen from a finite set of real numbers. [3] formulates a throughput maximization problem
as a Markov decision process and proposes an algorithm with lower computational complexity
than the standard discrete Markov decision process method. The authors of [4], [5] consider
this problem with finite battery capacity and maximum transmission power, and propose an
energy efficient dynamic-waterfilling algorithm. Also, [6] investigates a throughput maximization
problem with EH transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) while the Rx utilizes the harvested energy
for the decoding process. The second problem, which aims to minimize the completion time to
transmit a given amount of data, is studied in [7], [8]. A point-to-point channel with an EH Tx
and arrival data during the transmission process has been considered in [7]. The authors in [8]
have continued the work of [7] by considering a fading channel.
In traditional centralized communications schemes, each user connects to the nearest base
station. Nevertheless, multi-hop relay connectivity structure is foreseen to be a revolutionary way
of connections in the design of 5G. This, besides the centralized communications schemes, makes
the new model of Device-to-Device networking, in which each user is permitted to communicate
peer-to-peer by use of direct links [9]. Also, in millimeter-wave communications, which is
a promising technology for high rate multimedia applications, millimeter-wave signal power
diminishes extremely over distance due to propagation loss at high-frequency. Hence, using
multiple short hops can be more efficient than one long hop [10]. These scenarios motivate
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3the design of multi-hop (relay) networks, where they can be used with highest efficiency in
the full-duplex (FD) mode with relays transmitting and receiving at the same time/frequency
band. In fact, from a physical point of view, considering a point-to-point communication with
perfect self-interference cancellation in a full-duplex mode doubles the spectral efficiency of
half-duplex (HD) mode. However, due to self-interference caused by the relay’s transmitter on
its receiver, relays work in the HD mode in traditional multi-hop relay networks. Recently,
using advanced antennas and digital baseband technologies along with radio frequency (RF)
interference cancellation techniques, self-interference is decreased near to the level of the noise
floor in low-power networks. As a result of this promising attribute, FD technology is rapidly
developing its applications in wireless communications [11], [12].
Considering a discrete harvested energy arrival process, the two-hop EH systems (with no data
arrival process) is studied in [13]–[16]. The authors in [13] propose the optimal offline algorithm
in a throughput maximization problem in FD mode and HD mode with EH only at the relay.
An HD two-hop relay channel with EH only at the source has been considered in [14] for both
throughput maximization and completion time minimization problems. The authors of [15] have
studied a two-way relay channel with EH nodes. In addition, a throughput maximization problem
with HD relay nodes which have limited data buffers has been considered in [16]. In [17], the
authors consider a throughput maximization problem for a diamond channel with one-way energy
transfer from Tx node to the relays. Except a part in [13], the relay in all of the above papers,
works in an HD mode. Considering the ability of simultaneous transmission/reception in an FD
relay changes the nature of the data arrival process in the relay node. In fact, in an FD relay,
the data arrival process (sent from the source) is no longer discrete, while in an HD relay the
data is available at the beginning of the transmission and thus no data arrival process exists.
This continuous data arrival process (which is a must for an FD relay) has not been considered
in [13]. Thus, in an FD multi-hop system the arrival data process at the relays are continuous.
To the best of our knowledge, the continuous model for the energy arrival process has been
investigated in [18]–[20] for the point-to-point channel, where the continuous model for the
data arrival process only is studied in [20]. In [18], a throughput maximization problem with
battery imperfections has been studied. The authors in [19] investigate an EH system with a
degrading battery of finite capacity by convex analysis tools for a continuous harvested energy
curve. Although, in [18], [19], the harvested energy curve is continuous but all data is stored in
information buffer at the beginning of the transmission and the arrival data curve has not been
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4considered. In [20], adding the arrival data (not buffered) to the model, a throughput maximization
problem while minimizing the utilized energy in the source has been investigated. As described,
the main motivation for the continuous data arrival comes from the relaying structure. In general,
in a throughput maximization problem at a multi-hop relay channel, the arrival data curve at the
relay node may be continuous even when the data arrival is discrete at the source. In addition,
considering rateless codes cancels the necessity of packetizing data in some applications [21] and
consequentially the continuous model better fits these cases. Moreover, one another motivation
comes from calculus network [22]. To sum up, considering a system with continuous data arrival
in a multi-hop setup is significant when analyzing EH systems. Besides, since the amount of
harvested energy in an energy harvester device is naturally continuous by time, considering a
continuous-time model will be more appropriate for the amount of harvested energy [19], [23].
Although considering a discrete model results in a more tractable problem, the derived optimal
scheme for such a model is a suboptimal scheme and it decreases the efficiency as it is shown
numerically in Section V.
In this paper, we consider a multi-hop EH communication system in an FD mode, in which
arrival data and harvested energy curves in the source and the relays are modeled as general
functions, which subsumes both discrete and continuous models. Also, we assume that the size
of the energy and data buffers at the source, relays, and receiver are infinite. We investigate
the throughput maximization problem and find the optimal offline algorithm. We show that the
optimal policy for the throughput maximization problem in a two-hop channel is given by solving
two point-to-point throughput maximization problems and then minimizing utilized energy in
the source: (i) the first is to maximize the data from the source to the relay; (ii) the second is
to maximize the data from the relay to the receiver while considering the optimal transmitted
data from the first hop as the arrival data in the relay; (iii) then, minimizing the utilized energy
in the source such that the received data at the receiver is kept fixed (as step (ii)). In addition,
we show that how the optimal algorithm for the completion time minimization problem can be
derived from the proposed algorithm for throughput maximization problem. Also, we propose
an online algorithm to maximize the throughput to the Rx and show that it is more efficient than
the benchmark one (which is a direct application of an existing point-to-point online algorithm
to the multi-hop system). Finally, the obtained results in this paper are investigated numerically.
In addition to the online algorithm and time minimization problem considered in our paper,
two main differences with the only work on the FD two-hop system in [13] on the throughput
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Fig. 1. The topology of the network for a two-hop channel
maximization problem are continuous arrival processes and energy minimization. In a two-hop
channel where the harvested energy curve in the relay is the bottleneck (compared to the harvested
energy in the source), transmitting with high energy in the source results in a long data queue
in the relay (because of its energy shortage) and does not improve the throughput and/or delay.
Thus, if we do not consider the minimization of energy in the source, we may waste a lot of
energy. The same discussion can be made for a multi-hop channel with minimizing the energy
at the source and the relays. Also, it is worth noting that by considering the continuous energy
and data arrivals, the problem enters a new space where the existing discrete-space proofs are no
longer applicable. We remark that, to the best of our knowledge, even the model with discrete
data arrival (not buffered) and discrete energy has not been considered in the previous works. The
most challenging parts in this paper are to apply data and energy causalities in continuous space
and considering energy minimization in the source, which needs totally different approaches
from the discrete model in [13].
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a multi-hop wireless communication system, where the source and the relays
harvest energy from external sources in a general fashion. Also, we assume that at time t, the
available data at the source is a general function of t. To make the problem easier to understand,
we first consider a two-hop channel. Finally, in corollaries 1 and 2, we extend the results to the
multi-hop channel. The receiver is assumed to have enough energy to provide adequate power
for decoding at any rate that can be achieved by the source and relays. We have the following
assumptions for the two-hop channel.
As shown in Fig. 1, Es(t) and Er(t) denote the amount of harvested energy at the source and
relay in [0, t], respectively. Bs(t) denotes the amount of arrived data at the source in [0, t]. In this
model, to take the general arrival processes into account, Es(t), Er(t) and Bs(t) are piecewise
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6continuous functions (which include both discrete and continuous models). Also, we assume that
Es(t), Er(t) and Bs(t) are bounded. These curves are differentiable functions of t, for t ∈ [0,∞),
except probably in a finite number of points (in these points, Es(t), Er(t) and Bs(t) can have
discontinuity or unequal right and left derivatives). Moreover, the derivative of Es(t), Er(t) and
Bs(t) are assumed to be piecewise continuous and bounded (except probably in a finite number
of points). Bsr(t) and Brd(t) (transmitted data curves in the source and relay, respectively) are
the amounts of data which are transmitted from the source to the relay and from the relay to
the receiver, respectively. Esr(t) and Erd(t) (transmitted energy curves in the source and relay,
respectively) are the amounts of energy that are utilized in the source and the relay to transmit
data from the source to the relay, and the relay to the receiver in [0, t] respectively. Esr(t),
Erd(t), Bsr(t), and Brd(t) are continuous for t ∈ [0,∞) and they are differentiable functions for
t ∈ [0,∞) (except probably in a finite number of points). psr(t) and prd(t) (transmitted power
curves in the source and relay, respectively) are the amounts of power used in the source and
the relay for data transmission, respectively, which are piecewise continuous. The instantaneous
transmission rates in both source and relay relate to the power of transmission through continuous
functions rsr(p) and rrd(p), respectively, where the rate functions are concave, monotonically
increasing, lim
p→∞
rsr(p) = lim
p→∞
rrd(p) =∞ and rsr(0) = rrd(0) = 0.
Now, we formulate our problem as follows:
D(MH)(T ) = max
psr(t),prd(t)
∫ T
0
rrd(prd(t))dt (1)
s.t.
∫ t
0
psr(t
′
) ≤Es(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T (2)∫ t
0
prd(t
′
) ≤Er(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T (3)∫ t
0
rsr(psr(t
′
))dt
′ ≤Bs(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T (4)∫ t
0
rrd(prd(t
′
))dt
′ ≤
∫ t
0
rsr(psr(t
′
))dt
′
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T . (5)
(2) and (3) are the energy causality conditions in the source and the relay. (4) and (5) are the
data causality conditions in the source and relay. Also, we include another condition to make
the solution unique: in the cases where the optimal policy is not unique, we choose the policy,
among the throughput maximizing policies, that minimizes the utilized energy in the source and
relay.
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7We denote B∗sr,s(t) and E
∗
sr,s(t) as the optimal transmitted data and energy curves, respectively,
which are obtained from considering the point-to-point throughput maximization problem in the
source when problem is to maximize the amount of data from the source to the relay (considering
the first hop, only we have the causality conditions in the source). In other words,
E∗sr,s(t) =
∫ t
0
p∗sr,s(t
′
)dt
′
, B∗sr,s(t) =
∫ t
0
rsr(p
∗
sr,s(t
′
))dt
′
,
where p∗sr,s(t) = argmax
psr,s(t)
{∫ T
0
rsr(psr,s(t))dt}, subject to constraints (2) and (4). B∗rd,Bsr(t),
E∗rd,Bsr(t) and p
∗
rd,Bsr
(t) are respectively the optimal transmitted data curve, optimal transmitted
energy curve and optimal transmitted power curve which are obtained from the point-to-point
throughput maximization problem in the relay to the receiver when we have Bsr(t) and Er(t) as
arrival data and harvested energy curves in the relay, respectively. This point-to-point problem
only considers second hop while the received data from the source is modeled as an arrival data
process at the relay. In other words,
E∗rd,Bsr(t) =
∫ t
0
p∗rd,Bsr(t
′
)dt
′
,
B∗rd,Bsr(t) =
∫ t
0
rrd(p
∗
rd,Bsr(t
′
))dt
′
,
where p∗rd,Bsr(t) = argmax
prd(t)
{∫ T
0
rrd(prd(t))dt} subject to constraints (3) and (5). Moreover, we
denote B∗s (t) and E
∗
s (t) as the optimal transmitted data and energy curves in the source, B
∗
r (t)
and E∗r (t) are the optimal transmitted data and energy curves in the relay for problem (1)-(5).
In other words,
E∗s (t) =
∫ t
0
p∗s(t
′
)dt
′
, B∗s (t) =
∫ t
0
rsr(p
∗
s(t
′
))dt
′
E∗r (t) =
∫ t
0
p∗r(t
′
)dt
′
, B∗r (t) =
∫ t
0
rrd(p
∗
r(t
′
))dt
′
,
where [p∗s(t), p
∗
r(t)] = argmax
psr(t),prd(t)
{∫ T
0
rrd(prd(t))dt} subject to (2)-(5).
III. OFFLINE ALGORITHMS
In this section, we consider a multi-hop channel with one source, one receiver, and many relays
and we investigate the throughput maximization and completion time minimization problems
in an offline model in an FD mode. For simplicity, we first assume that we have a two-hop
communication channel which is illustrated in Fig. 1. Then we extend the results to n relays in
Corollaries 1 and 2.
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8A. Throughput Maximization
In the following theorem, we show that the optimal solution of the two-hop transmission
problem in (1)-(5) is derived by first solving a point-to-point throughput maximization problem
at the source, and next solving a point-to-point throughput maximization problem at the relay
(after applying the first solution as the input of the second problem).
Theorem III.1. (Relay optimal policy) In the optimal policy, we have B∗r (t) = B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t).
Outline of the proof. We will use proof by contradiction to show that B∗rd,Bsr(t) ≤ B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t),
which is stronger than the claim of Theorem III.1. The reason is as follows. The received data
at the relay (from the source) can be modeled with an arrival data curve in the relay. Thus,
knowing this curve (e.g. B˜sr(t)), the optimal strategy at the relay is a solution of the second
hop’s problem [20] (i.e., B∗
rd,B˜sr
(t)). Therefore, the question reduces to find the optimal B˜sr(t).
Computing B∗rd,Bsr(t) ≤ B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) at t = T says that the maximum data can be transmitted to
the receiver is B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T ) and thus B
∗
r (t) = B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(t).
For our proof by contradiction, we assume a is the first point, for which there is b > a
that ∀t ∈ (a, b), B∗rd,Bsr(t) > B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) holds. Since the transmitted power curve is piecewise
continuous, a subinterval of (a, b) exists such that p∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) < p
∗
rd,Bsr
(t). Next, by using the
technique of [20, Remark 21], we show that for any arbitrary point such as t0 in the mentioned
subinterval, we have p∗rd,Bsr(t0) ≤ p∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0), which is a contradiction. Now, we show the
energy optimality of B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t). If there is a feasible transmitted data curve B
∗
rd,B¯sr
(t) such
that
∫ T
0
(B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t)− B∗rd,B¯sr(t))2dt 6= 0 and B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T ) = B∗rd,B¯sr(T ), and since B∗rd,B¯sr(t) ≤
B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) for t ∈ [0, T ] holds, then, based on Lemma A.2, we have E∗rd,B∗sr,s(T ) < E∗rd,B¯sr(T )
that contradicts our energy efficient policy. For the detailed proof, see Appendix A.
Next remark shows that the above result is not trivial.
Remark 1. In Theorem III.1, we prove that finding the optimal policy for a throughput max-
imization problem from the source to the receiver reduces to two point-to-point throughput
maximization problems. This means the source uses the algorithm of [20, Section IV] to transmit
data to the relay, and the relay also uses the same algorithm to send data to the receiver. Now,
we intuitively show that this separation is not trivial and must be proved. The main reason is that
the optimal offline algorithm in [20, Section IV] maximizes the amount of transmitted data in
t = T , and not for all t ∈ (0, T ]. In the following, we present an example to further clarify this
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9issue. Assume that in the source we have Es(t) = 5× (t− 1)3 + 5, and a lot of bits of data have
been buffered at the beginning of transmission. Also, assume that T = 1 and rsr(p) = log(1+p).
Based on optimal offline algorithm of [20, Section IV] the data transmitted from the source to
the relay, at the end of transmission time (t = T = 1), can be maximized if we use a fixed
transmitted power p = 5 or equally the transmission data rate r = 2.58. This means that at
the end of transmission, we have 2.58 units of data at the relay. Now assume that we have a
harvested energy curve in the relay such that cannot transmit 2.58 units of data by T = 1. Thus,
we cannot transmit all the 2.58 units of data to the receiver. The question is that what amount
of data (and in which fashion) should arrive at the relay that can be matched to the harvested
energy at the relay to maximize the transmitted data to the receiver. Maybe there is a policy
which transmits for example 2.5 units of data to the relay, but is more suitable for matching
with harvested energy curve in the relay (Er(t)).
Note that our goal is to find a policy which maximizes the throughput while minimizes the
utilized energy in the source and relays. Theorem III.1 shows that it is optimal to use the
proposed algorithm in [20] in the source (which obtains B∗sr,s(t)), and then to consider this
curve as an arrival data curve in the relay and start another round of proposed algorithm in [20].
This procedure gives the optimal transmitted data curve at the relay. We note that B∗s (t) is not
equal to B∗sr,s(t) in general. This may be the case in the cases that the harvested energy in the
relay is the bottleneck. In these cases, it is not necessary for the source to transmit as much as
data it can, i.e., the source can transmit less data to the relay in a more efficient way to utilize
energy without reducing performance in the relay. Formally, this means that there exists a B˜sr(t)
such that
∫ T
0
(B˜sr(t)−B∗sr,s(t))2dt, B∗r (t) = B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) = B∗rd,B˜sr(t) and uses energy in a more
efficient way at the source in these cases. In the next theorem, we propose a policy, in which
energy has been used in the most efficient manner while the optimal transmitted data curve from
the relay to the receiver proposed in Theorem III.1 is feasible.
Theorem III.2. (Source optimal policy) Assume that l(t) is the tangent line to the curve B∗sr,s(t)
passing through the point (T,B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T )) as illustrated in Fig. 2. Also, Assume that T1 =
max {t | l(t) = B∗sr,s(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T}. The optimal policy for the source is as follows.
Bˆsr(t) =
B∗sr,s(t) 0 ≤ t ≤ T1l(t) T1 ≤ t ≤ T (6)
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Fig. 2. The optimal policy in the source
Outline of the proof. We prove this theorem in three steps: 1) We show that Bˆsr(t) is a feasible
policy in the source. 2) We show that if source transmits Bˆsr(t), then B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) is feasible in
the relay. 3) We prove that for all feasible transmitted data curve which transmit the amount of
Bˆsr(T ) = B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(T ) data, Bˆsr(t) consumes minimum energy in the source. For the detailed
proof, see Appendix B.
Corollary 1. Theorems III.1 and III.2 can be extended to n relays as follows: The source
transmits maximum amount of data by applying the proposed algorithm in [20, Section IV] to
the point-to-point throughput maximization problem (for the source-first relay link), the first relay
sends maximum amount of data to the second relay by the same algorithm and this procedure
repeats until the receiver. Then, using the proposed policy in Theorem III.2, we minimize the
utilized energy in (n− 1)-th relay. And after that using the new optimal transmitted data curve
in the (n − 1)-th relay, we minimize the utilized energy in the (n − 2)-th relay. This process
continues till the source.
B. Completion Time Minimization
In this subsection, we investigate the time minimization problem to transmit B0 amount of
data to the receiver in a multi-hop channel. We remark that the results of this section can be
easily reduced to the point-to-point channel (which was not studied for the continuous model
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before). We can formulate the problem as follows:
Toff = min T (7)
s.t.
∫ T
0
rrd(prd(t))dt = B0, and (2)− (5). (8)
Lemma III.3. D(MH)(t) in (1) is nondecreasing. Also if limp→∞ rrd(p)p = 0, then D
(MH)(t) is
continuous.
Proof. The proof of the first part is trivial and is omitted for brevity. For the second part, let’s
define E∗r,(t)(t0) as the amount of optimal transmitted energy curve in the relay for the deadline
T = t in time t0, and 0 < A0 be a finite real number. Now, for t ∈ (t0, t0 + ] with any  ≥ 0, t0
we have,
D(MH)(t0) ≤ D(MH)(t)
(a)
≤ D(MH)(t0) + (t− t0)rrd( A(t)
t− t0 )
(b)
≤ D(MH)(t0) + (t− t0)rrd(A1(t)
t− t0 )
(c)
< D(MH)(t0) + (t− t0)rrd(A2(t)
t− t0 ), (9)
where (a) follows by setting A(t) = Er(t) − E∗r,(t)(t0) and the concavity of rrd(p), (b) follows
from A1(t) = Er(t)− E∗r,(t0+)(t0) and the fact that by increasing the deadline, t, the E∗r,(t)(t0)
decreases, and (c) follows from A2(t) = A1(t) +A0. Due to energy causality in relay, we have
A1(t) ≥ A(t) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [t0, t0+], and thus limt→t0 A2(t) = Er(t0)−E∗r,(t0+)(t0)+A0 = A2 > 0.
Substituting p = A2(t)
t−t0 in (9) and limp→∞
rrd(p)
p
= 0 yields,
lim
t→t+0
(
D(MH)(t0) + (t− t0)rrd
(A2(t)
t− t0
))
=D(MH)(t0) + A2 lim
p→∞
rrd(p)
p
= D(MH)(t0). (10)
From above, it is concluded limt→t+0 D
(MH)(t) = D(MH)(t0). We can similarly prove that
limt→t−0 D
(MH)(t) = D(MH)(t0). Thus, D(MH)(t) is continuous.
In the next theorem, we show that the optimal solution to the completion time minimization
problem is same as the optimal solution to its dual problem (i.e., throughput maximization
problem) after fixing the deadline (minimum required time in this case).
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Theorem III.4. If limp→∞ rrd(p)p = 0, then the optimal algorithm for the completion time
minimization problem is first to find the minimum completion time (i.e., Toff) and then to apply
the proposed algorithm in theorems III.1 and III.2 for given deadline Toff.
Proof. Let C =
{
t : D(MH)(t) = B0
}
. If C 6= ∅, let Tmin = min C. Obviously, if C 6= ∅, exists
a method to transmit amount of B0 data until Tmin. Based on Lemma III.3, if Toff < Tmin holds,
we have D(MH)(Toff) < B0 which is a contradiction (because Toff is the minimum completion
time). Thus Toff = Tmin and the optimal policy is the one proposed in theorems III.1 and III.2.
Corollary 2. The result of Theorem III.4 is extended to n relays with defining the throughput
maximization problem as:
D(MH)(T ) = max
pr0r1 (t),...,prnrn+1 (t)
∫ T
0
rrnrn+1(prnrn+1(t))dt
s.t.
∫ t
0
priri+1(t
′
) ≤ Ei(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, 0 ≤ i ≤ n∫ t
0
rr0r1(pr0r1(t
′
))dt
′ ≤ Bs(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T∫ t
0
rri+1ri+2(pri+1ri+2(t
′
))dt
′ ≤∫ t
0
rriri+1(priri+1(t
′
))dt
′
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
where the subscripts r0, ri, and rn+1 denote the source, i-th relay and the receiver, respectively.
Also, priri+1(t), rriri+1(p), and Ei(t) are the transmitted power curve from i-th node to (i+1)-th
node, the transmission rate of the channel as a continuous function of the transmitted power
between i-th node to (i+ 1)-th node, and the harvested energy curve in i-th node, respectively.
IV. AN ONLINE ALGORITHM
In this section we propose an online algorithm for the optimization problem (1)-(5). In this
case, we only have access to the causal information, i.e., the previous amounts of harvested
energy and arrival data in the source and the relay. Our proposed online algorithm does not need
to know the distributions of processes Es(t), Er(t) and Bs(t). We show that the transmitted
power curves in both source and relay are non-decreasing in the proposed online algorithm. This
algorithm either transmits all arrived data in the source or consumes all the harvested energy in
the source or relay. Further, we compare our online algorithm with a benchmark algorithm. The
proposed online algorithm is as follows. We remark that all variables with a subscript on refer
to their corresponding variables in the online algorithm.
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Source: To determine the online transmitted power curve in the source, one must notice two
factors, either the harvested energy or the arrival data. At each time, we specify the limiting
factor in the source. Next, we set the transmitted power such that if at time t, the harvested
energy is the limiting factor, then all the remaining energy in the source at time t is consumed
with fixed rate until time T . Otherwise, if the arrival data is the limiting factor, we set the
transmitted power such that all the remaining data at time t (in the source) is transmitted with
a fixed data rate until time T .
psron(t) = min
{
r−1sr (
Brems(t)
T − t+ ),
Erems(t)
T − t+ 
}
(11)
where Brems(t) = Bs(t)− Bsron(t), Erems(t) = Es(t)− Esron(t), and  > 0 is chosen to make
the psron(t) bounded. The above procedure repeats when new energy is harvested or new data
is arrived.
Relay: The algorithm in the relay is different from the one in the source in the sense that there
are two origins of data: the remaining data and the current arrival data from the source. Now the
data limiting factor is their maximum. Thus, we first compare r−1rd (
Bremr (t)
T−t+ ) and r
−1
rd (rsr(psron(t)))
and select the maximum one. This makes the algorithm be more efficient than only considering
r−1rd (
Bremr (t)
T−t+ ) in (12), because sometimes, such as the beginning of transmission, the amount of
this term is low which limits the rate of the transmission. Hence, it costs energy. We assume
that t1r , t2r , ..., tnr ∈ (0, T ) are the all instants in which prdon(t) switches between r−1rd (Bremr (t)T−t+ ),
r−1rd (rsr(psron(t))) and r
−1
sr (rrd(
Eremr (t)
T−t+ )).
prdon(t) =
min
{
max
{
r−1rd (
Bremr(t)
T − t+ ), r
−1
rd (rsr(psron(t)))
}
,
Eremr(t)
T − t+ 
}
, (12)
where Bremr(t) = Bsron(t) − Brdon(t), Eremr(t) = Er(t) − Erdon(t), and (sufficiently small)
 > 0 is chosen to make the prdon(t) bounded.
The proposed online algorithms from source to the relay in this paper is chosen as that in
[20, Section V]. The difference between direct generalization of algorithm in [20, Section V]
and our proposed algorithm is in the relay’s policy.
Lemma IV.1. psron(t) and prdon(t) are two non-decreasing functions.
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Proof. This follows by simple extension of [20, Lemma 27], and a detailed proof is thus omitted.
Lemma IV.2. In the proposed online algorithm, we either use all the energy at the relay or we
transmit all data at the relay. In other words, if ∀t ∈ (tnr , T ) we have prdon(t) = Eremr (t)T−t+ , then
lim
→0
Erdon(T ) = Er(T ). Otherwise, lim
→0
Brdon(T ) = Bsron(T ).
Proof. The proof can be easily obtained by extending the proof of [20, Lemma 28].
Now, we set a benchmark algorithm by applying the online algorithm of [20, Section V] twice
(in both source and relay). In the next theorem, we show that our proposed online algorithm
transmits at least the amount of data which is transmitted using the benchmark algorithm.
Moreover, we show that if the amounts of transmitted data to the receiver by using these two
algorithms are the same, our proposed online algorithm uses less energy in the relay. The intuitive
reason is that in the algorithm of [20, Section V] (for the point-to-point channel), the remaining
energy and remaining data have been considered as limiting factors. For our proposed online
algorithm, we have the same limiting factors in the source, however to improve efficiency in
the relay, we add one more maximizing step to prevent waste of energy. This provides a new
opportunity for the relay in the cases where r−1rd (
Bremr (t)
T−t+ ) < r
−1
rd (rsr(psron(t))).
Theorem IV.3. Consider B(2)rdon(t) as the transmitted data curve in relay derived by (12) and
B
(1)
rdon
(t) as the transmitted data curve in relay if we use online algorithm in [20, Section V] for
both source and relay (p(1)rdon(t) = min
{
r−1rd (
B
(1)
remr (t)
T−t+ ),
E
(1)
remr (t)
T−t+
}
). We have B(1)rdon(t) ≤ B
(2)
rdon
(t).
In addition, if B(1)rdon(T ) = B
(2)
rdon
(T ), then E(2)rdon(T ) ≤ E
(1)
rdon
(T ).
Proof. To prove the first part, we use proof by contradiction. Let exist some t ∈ [0, T ], where
B
(1)
rdon
(t) > B
(2)
rdon
(t). Assume that ta is the first point, for which there exists tb > ta such
that ∀t ∈ (ta, tb), B(1)rdon(t) > B
(2)
rdon
(t). Therefore, there exists an interval (ta, ta + ) in which
p
(2)
rdon
(t) < p
(1)
rdon
(t), because the transmitted power curves in both algorithms are piecewise
continuous and rrd(p) is increasing. Define tc as a point in (ta, ta + ). Similar to the Step 2 in
proof of Theorem III.1, we obtain E(2)rdon(tc) < E
(1)
rdon
(tc) and this results in:
E
(1)
remr(tc)
T − tc +  <
E
(2)
remr(tc)
T − tc + , (13)
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Using the same policy in source, we get B(2)sron(t) = B
(1)
sron(t), which is in accompany with
B
(2)
rdon
(tc) < B
(1)
rdon
(tc) results in B
(1)
remr(tc) < B
(2)
remr(tc). Thus
B1remr(tc)
T − tc +  < max
{
r−1rd (
B2remr(tc)
T − tc + ), r
−1
rd (rsr(psron(tc)))
}
. (14)
Combining (13) and (14) result in p(1)rdon(t) < p
(2)
rdon
(t) which is a contradiction. Thus, B(1)rdon(t) ≤
B
(2)
rdon
(t) holds ∀t ∈ [0, T ]. The proof of second part of this theorem can be easily derived by
using lemma A.2.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we provide some numerical examples. We show that discretizing reduces the
efficiency in a two-hop channel. Also, we compare the utilized energy between two offline
algorithms: one of them only maximizes the throughput, but the other one maximizes the
throughput while minimizing the utilized energy in both source and relay. In addition, we simulate
the proposed online algorithm to confirm the obtained results. In all simulations, we consider a
band-limited additive white Gaussian noise channel with bandwidth W = 1 Hz for both hops.
Also, the channel gain divided by the noise power spectral density multiplied by the bandwidth
is assumed to be 1. Hence, we have, rsr(p) = rrd(p) = log(1 + p), where the logarithm is in
base 2.
For the first example, we assume that Es(t) = 100 × t2 + 1, Er(t) = 0.5 × exp(7t) − 0.5
J, Bs(t) = 10 × t2 + 0.1 bits and T = 0.6 s. Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) illustrate the optimal
transmitted data curves (at the source and relay, respectively) for the throughput maximization
problem without minimizing energy in the source. Fig. 3 (c) and Fig. 3 (d) show the above
curves after discretizing harvested energy and arrival data. In Fig. 3, the Bds (t) and B
d∗
dsr(t) are
the discretized versions of the Bs(t) and Bd∗sr (t). Also, the results in Fig. 3 (c) and Fig. 3 (d)
are obtained by discretizing Es(t) and Er(t). As mentioned in Section I, it can be easily seen
that the optimal offline algorithm with discretizing in harvested energy and arrival data transmits
1.68 bits (compared to 2.88 bits in continuous model) which reduces the efficiency. This shows
the necessity of investigating continuous model to achieve the optimal performance, instead of
discretizing harvested energy and arrival data curves.
In the second example, we investigate the energy minimization constraint in the source. We
assume that Es(t) = 3.5 × (t − 1)5 + 3.5, Er(t) = 0.45 × t4 J, Bs(t) = 2 × (t − 1)5 + 2
bits and T = 1.9 s. Note that E∗s (t) shows the optimal transmitted energy curve in the source
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Fig. 3. The effect of discretization on the optimal transmission policies. (a),(b): Transmitted data curves in source and relay
(before discretizing), (c),(d) Transmitted data curves in source and relay (after discretizing)
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Fig. 5. (a) illustrates the transmitted data curves in the source and relay using the proposed online algorithm and [20, Section
V]. (b) illustrates the transmitted energy curve in relay using the proposed online algorithm.
with minimizing energy (our proposed algorithm) and E∗sr,s(t) shows the optimal transmitted
energy curve in the source without minimizing energy (the point-to-point algorithm of [20]).
Their corresponding transmitted data curves are B∗s (t) and B
∗
sr,s(t), respectively, ( Fig. 4 (b)).
Fig. 4 shows that E∗s,sr(t) (without energy minimization) uses 5.5 J to transmit 3.1 bits of data
to the relay while the relay can transmit at most 2.8 bits of data to the receiver in the optimal
policy. However, 3.8 J energy in source is sufficient to transmit the same data to the receiver
(based on E∗s (t) and B
∗
s (t)).
Fig. 5 shows the performance of our online algorithm and confirms the results in Section IV.
We assume that Es(t) = 80 × (t − 1)3 + 80, Er(t) = exp(t3) J, Bs(t) = 3.5 × (t − 1)3 + 3.5
bits,  = 0.00001 and T = 2 s. As illustrated in Fig. 5 (a), the transmitted data curve for the
proposed online algorithm (B2rdon(t)) transmits more data at any time than the direct extension
of the online algorithm of [20, Section V] (B1rdon(t)). Thus, the proposed online algorithm is
more efficient than the benchmark one. Fig. 5 confirms that the transmitted energy and data
curves in the proposed online algorithm are convex (Lemma IV.1). Also, Fig. 5 (b) shows that
in the proposed online algorithm E2rdon(T ) ' Er(T ) which confirms Lemma IV.2.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper considered an EH system with general arrival data and harvested energy curves in an
FD multi-hop channel. An offline algorithm was proposed for the general model (including both
discrete and continuous models), and was shown to be optimal. We remark that we considered
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energy minimization in the source and relays, preventing waste of energy in addition to the
throughput maximization problem. In fact, the proposed optimal offline algorithm obtains a
policy which uses the minimum needed energy in each node transmitting the maximum amount
of data to the receiver. In other words, changing the policy at least one of nodes results in either
more energy used or less total transmitted data to the receiver (compared with the proposed
algorithm). In addition, we proposed an online algorithm and showed that it outperforms the
direct extension of the online algorithm of [20, Section V] in relay. Our numerical examples
confirmed the mathematically proven results.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem III.1
We start with some useful lemmas. The following lemmas state results for the point-to-point
channel, where in the first lemma p∗(t), B(t) and B∗(t) denote the optimal transmitted power
curve, any feasible transmitted data curve and the optimal transmitted data curve, respectively,
and in the second lemma r(p) shows the transmission rate of the channel as a continuous function
of the transmitted power.
Lemma A.1. [20, Lemma 10] If in an interval we have
d
dt
p∗(t) 6= 0, then B(t) ≤ B∗(t).
Lemma A.2. [20, Lemma 23] Let B1(t) and B2(t) be two distinct feasible transmitted data
curves and B1(t) > B2(t) in the interval (a, b) and B1(t) = B2(t) at t = a and t = b. If B1(t)
is a convex function and B1(t) and B2(t) increase monotonically in t, then:∫ b
a
r−1(
d
dt
B1(t))dt <
∫ b
a
r−1(
d
dt
B2(t))dt. (15)
To clarify the proof we break the proof into four main steps. We first prove that for any
feasible Bsr(t), we have: B∗rd,Bsr(t) ≤ B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t). To prove, we use contradiction as well as the
technique mentioned in [20, Remark 21].
Step 1. Let’s assume that B∗rd,Bsr(t) ≤ B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) does not hold for t ∈ [0, T ]. Because of
B∗rd,Bsr(0) = B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(0) = 0 and continuity of the curves, there exists an interval such that
B∗rd,Bsr(t) > B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(t) for the first time. In details, assume that a is the first point, for which
there is b > a that ∀t ∈ (a, b), B∗rd,Bsr(t) > B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t). Therefore, there exists an interval
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(a, a + ) in which p∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) < p
∗
rd,Bsr
(t) because the transmitted power curve is piecewise
continuous. Now, we use [20, (32)] for an arbitrary t0 ∈ (a, a+ ) as follows:
p∗rd,Bsr (t0) = min
 inft0<x≤T r−1rd
(
Bsr(x)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
x− t0
)
,
inf
t0<x≤T
Er(x)− E∗rd,Bsr (t0)
x− t0

p∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0) = min
 inft0<x≤T r−1rd
(
B∗sr,s(x)−B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0)
x− t0
)
,
inf
t0<x≤T
Er(x)− E∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0)
x− t0
. (16)
Step 2. In this step we show that,
inf
t0<x≤T
Er(x)− E∗rd,Bsr(t0)
x− t0 < inft0<x≤T
Er(x)− E∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0)
x− t0 . (17)
First, note that
E∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0) = E
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(a) +
∫ t0
a
p∗rd,B∗sr,s(t)dt
E∗rd,Bsr,s(t0) = E
∗
rd,Bsr,s(a) +
∫ t0
a
p∗rd,Bsr,s(t)dt. (18)
Based on Lemma A.2 and B∗rd,Bsr(t) ≤ B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t), ∀t ∈ [0, a], we have:
E∗rd,B∗sr,s(a) ≤ E∗rd,Bsr(a) (19)
Based on (18), (19) and p∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) < p
∗
rd,Bsr
(t), ∀t ∈ (a, t0), we have E∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0) < E∗rd,Bsr(t0).
This proves (17).
Step 3. In this step, we want to show:
inf
t0<x≤T
r−1rd
(
Bsr(x)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
x− t0
)
<
inf
t0<x≤T
r−1rd
(
B∗sr,s(x)−B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t0)
x− t0
)
. (20)
If there exists a point xc > t0 such that B∗sr,s(xc) < Bsr(xc), then based on Lemma A.1 there
exists 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 such that B∗sr,s(t) is linear in (xc − 1, xc + 2), and
B∗sr,s(t) < Bsr(t) for t ∈ (xc − 1, xc + 2). (21)
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In addition, since B∗sr,s(T ) ≥ Bsr(T ) and B∗sr,s(0) = Bsr(0), we can find some 1 > 0, 2 > 0 to
satisfy:
B∗sr,s(xc − 1) = Bsr(xc − 1),
B∗sr,s(xc + 2) = Bsr(xc + 2). (22)
The inequality in (21) results in:
B∗sr,s(t)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
t−t0 <
Bsr(t)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
t−t0 . Now, we have two cases:
(i)
B∗sr,s(xc−1)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
xc−1−t0 ≤
B∗sr,s(xc+2)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
xc+2−t0 , and
(ii)
B∗sr,s(xc+2)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
xc+2−t0 <
B∗sr,s(xc−1)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
xc−1−t0 (illustrated in Fig.s 6 and 7, respectively).
Because of linearity of B∗sr,s(t) in (xc − 1, xc + 2), for the cases (i) and (ii), we have
B∗sr,s(xc − 1)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
xc − 1 − t0 ≤
B∗sr,s(t)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
t− t0 , (23)
B∗sr,s(xc + 2)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
xc + 2 − t0 ≤
B∗sr,s(t)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
t− t0 , (24)
for t ∈ [xc − 1, xc + 2] respectively. Therefore, for the case (i) we have,
Bsr(xc − 1)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
xc − 1 − t0
(a)
=
B∗sr,s(xc − 1)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
xc − 1 − t0
(b)
≤B
∗
sr,s(t)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
t− t0
(c)
<
Bsr(t)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
t− t0 (25)
where (a) is due to (22), (b) comes from (23), and (c) follows from (21). And, similarly, for the
case (ii) follows:
Bsr(xc + 2)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
xc + 2 − t0 =
B∗sr,s(xc + 2)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
xc + 2 − t0
≤B
∗
sr,s(t)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
t− t0 <
Bsr(t)−B∗rd,Bsr(t0)
t− t0 (26)
for t ∈ (xc − 1, xc + 2). Now, let m = argmin
t0<x≤T
(
Bsr(x)−B∗rd,Bsr (t0)
x−t0 ). Due to (25) and (26),
m 6∈ (xc − 1, xc + 2) (and similarly m does not belong to all intervals that B∗sr,s(t) < Bsr(t)).
Thus, Bsr(m) ≤ B∗sr,s(m), and this results in (20).
From (17) and (20), we have p∗rd,Bsr(t0) < p
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(t0) which is a contradiction. Therefore,
B∗rd,Bsr(t) ≤ B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) holds for t ∈ [0, T ].
Step 4. In this step, we show that if there exists B¯sr(t) such that B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T ) = B
∗
rd,B¯sr
(T ),
then E∗rd,B∗sr,s(T ) < E
∗
rd,B¯sr
(T ). Assume that there is a feasible transmitted data curve B∗
rd,B¯sr
(t)
such that
∫ T
0
(B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t)−B∗rd,B¯sr(t))2dt 6= 0 and B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T ) = B∗rd,B¯sr(T ), then Step 3 shows
that B∗
rd,B¯sr
(t) ≤ B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) for t ∈ [0, T ] and based on Lemma A.2 we have E∗rd,B∗sr,s(T ) <
E∗
rd,B¯sr
(T ). This completes the proof of Theorem III.1.
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Fig. 6. Case (i) in Step 3 (proof of Theorem III.1).
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Fig. 7. Case (ii) in Step 3 (proof of Theorem III.1).
B. Proof of Theorem III.2
We prove this theorem in three steps: 1) We show that Bˆsr(t) is a feasible policy in the source.
2) We show that if source transmits Bˆsr(t), then B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) is feasible in the relay. 3) We prove
that for all feasible transmitted data curve which transmit the amount of Bˆsr(T ) = B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T )
data, Bˆsr(t) consumes minimum energy in the source.
Step 1. In [0, T1] based on (6), we have Bˆsr(t) = B∗sr,s(t) and thus Bˆsr(t) is feasible. For
t ∈ [T1, T ], Bˆsr(t) is linear and based on [20, Lemma 4], B∗sr,s(t) is a convex curve. Thus,
d
dt
l(t) ≤ d
dt
B∗sr,s(t) holds for t ∈ [T1, T ], i.e., the slope of l(t) is not greater than ddtB∗sr,s(t)|T+1 .
Therefore, energy and data causality hold for the proposed transmitted data curve in (6).
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Step 2. To prove this step, it is enough to show that B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) ≤ Bˆsr(t) holds for t ∈
[0, T ]. In [0, T1], Bˆsr(t) = B∗sr,s(t) results in B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(t) ≤ Bˆsr(t) for t ∈ [0, T1] (noting
that B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) ≤ B∗sr,s(t)). In [T1, T ], since B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t) ≤ B∗sr,s(t) we have two cases: i)
B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T1) = B
∗
sr,s(T1): in this case, l(t) connects (T1, B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(T1)) and (T,B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(T )).
Due to the convexity of B∗rd,B∗sr,s(t), we have B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(t) ≤ Bˆsr(t) in [T1, T ]. ii) B∗rd,B∗sr,s(T1) <
B∗sr,s(T1): B
∗
rd,B∗sr,s(t) ≤ Bˆsr(t) follows from the first case ∀t ∈ [T1, T ].
Step 3. Assume that Bsr(t) is a feasible transmitted data curve such that
∫ T
0
(Bsr(t) −
Bˆsr(t))
2dt 6= 0 and transmits Bˆsr(T ) amount of data at the end of transmission process. If
T = T1, then it is proved in [20, Theorem 25] that any Bsr(t) uses more energy than Bˆsr(t) to
transmit Bsr(T ) amount of data.
If T1 < T , then we have ddtp
∗
sr,s(t)|T1 6= 0 (Otherwise, T1 6= max {t | l(t) = B∗sr,s(t), 0 ≤ t ≤
T}). Therefore, based on Lemma A.1 we have Bsr(T1) ≤ Bˆsr(T1). Thus if Bˆsr(t) < Bsr(t) holds
in (a, b), then based on Lemma A.1 and noting that Bˆsr(t) is linear in [T1, T ] and Bsr(T1) ≤
Bˆsr(T1), Bˆsr(t) is linear in (a, b). Now, one can use Jensen’s inequality to show that in the
intervals in which Bˆsr(t) < Bsr(t), Bsr(t) uses more energy. Note that because of l(t) is tangent
line to the curve B∗sr,s(t), passing through the point (T1, B
∗
sr,s(T1)), and B
∗
sr,s(t) is convex, the
slope of line l(t) is greater than or equal to d
dt
B∗sr,s(t)|T−1 . Since B∗sr,s(t) is convex, Bˆsr(t) is
also convex. Thus, in the intervals, in which Bsr(t) < Bˆsr(t) holds, Bˆsr(t) uses less energy than
Bsr(t) based on Lemma A.2. As a conclusion, Bˆsr(t) uses lowest energy among transmitted
data curves which transmit Bˆsr(T ) amount of data in the source.
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